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Dear GIJN members and others,  

This is what inspired us to plan networking activities for the Kiev GIJC: 

'At past GIJC conferences there have been riches of speakers and workshops but many of the 

participants have appeared to stick to the people they already know (if any) and to make few new 

contacts and friends. Many arrive and leave again with possibly no one hearing their stories, what 

they came to the conference looking for and how they could be helped. We risk bringing together 

these rare people from each country around the world and then have them 'lost in the crowd'. It is 

with this experience in mind, and knowing that personal contacts and friendships are a big part of 

what helps and sustains us in our work, that we are making a special priority of networking at this 

year's Kiev GCIJ conference.' 

During the GIJC in Kiev we tried to make sure there was time and space to meet other colleagues, 

develop ideas and get to know each other. Below you find a cook-book style 'how to do' checklist 

for how future conference could organise the following sorts of networking activities. 

• NETWORKING GROUPS  Networking in random groups at the start of the conference so all 

participants have an opportunity toe introduce themselves to some colleagues and to meet some 

new people early on, and so that the 'networking-ambassadors', who coordinate these 

networking groups, can find out about each person's hopes for meeting colleagues and 

networking during the conference and help connect people up. 

• NETWORKING ROUND TABLES   Creating a room for more focussed networking, in 

particular networking round tables by subject running concurrently with conference speakers 

and panels. These round tables were a key tool for bringing together people working or wanting 

to work on similar subjects, letting each person introduce themselves and their work, and 

discussing issues and possible collaborations. 

• INFORMAL NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES  Networking by subject in an informal way 

over lunches 

Please consider this as a first attempt to introduce well organised networking to our conferences. 

Take it as inspiration to develop much more, further and better for the future.  

The below checklist includes what we did and some places we have added in italic letters what we 

wanted to do but did not succeed with.  

We also added all conference evaluation remarks by participants on networking, some of which 

raise good ideas. 

 

Best regards from  

Nicky Hager/New Zealand and Brigitte Alfter/Denmark, November 2011 
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Cook book content: 

Page 2-5: Checklist: Before the conference / Preparing the program / Practicalities to prepare / Welcome – 

the opening / During the conference / Good Bye / After the conference / Doing it even better next time  

Page 6-7: Networking Ambassadors 'job description' 

Page 8: Round table moderators ‘job description’ 

Page 9: Welcome page to each participant 

Page 10-14: Evaluation of Kiev conference – networking related comments.  

 

Before the conference 

• When you prepare the website and registration procedure ask participants to add some of the 

following information as they register. This can be used in a welcome brochure for everyone 

and/or by the Networking Ambassadors to prepare for meeting their groups.  

o Job, media, freelance etc. 

o Networking interest 

o Networking offers 

o Language 

o Contact details mail, mobile 

o Ask, whether this information may be made public in a folder to all participants 

• Include participant-folder in your preparation for the printing of the program and conference 

materials  

• It may be worthwhile to consider mentor-type combinations, in that case you would have to ask, 

whether people had participated in earlier GIJCs or not and then combine experienced with 

new conference guests.  

• Hand out folder with list of participants and their info along with conference materials 

 

Preparing the program 

• Round tables: Make sure that throughout the conference there is a working room for about 20 

people where you can close the doors. 

• Networking groups: Make sure there is time allocated on the program immediately after the 

opening on day 1, allocate at least one hour.  

• Networking groups: Make sure that there is a lunch reserved in the program for the networking 

groups to catch up with their ambassador on day 2. Even better, have an hour reserved later in 

the programme (without speakers and panels) where the networking groups can meet again. 

• Networking groups: Find ambassadors – count on dividing all participants up into groups of 

about 25, so for 500 participants, you need about 20 ambassadors. The ambassadors are 

multipliers and key contacts for each group. They should fulfil two qualifications: Be good 

networkers/have good contacts, be committed to helping participants to find the contacts they 

are looking for.   

• You may have to consider the need for networking ambassadors speaking different languages, if 

some of the expected participants from a certain region do not speak English.  

• Explain their task to networking ambassadors when you ask whether they would like to take on 

this task. See “job description” of ambassadors as used for Kiev below.  
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• Networking round tables: Include subjects that allow people to continue talks after panels, 

including where cross-border cooperation would be important. Find subjects that can not be 

covered by traditional panels and need other formats.  

• Networking round tables: Find moderators and a few committed participants for each of the 

round table sessions, add them to the program. 

• Networking round tables: Send job-description to the moderators and explain the format of the 

round tables. See “job descriptions” of round table moderators as used for Kiev below.  

• Make sure that networking and round tables are included in the plan for the evaluation of the 

conference, so you afterwards have a tool to see, what worked and what did not.  

 

Practicalities to prepare 

• Networking groups: Name tags – should have the number of the networking group on them. 

This has to be done pretty late in the procedure, make sure to give notice to those who print the 

name tags. This helps people find their way to their group. 

• Networking groups: Just before the conference when the registration is more or less completed, 

you have to select the networking groups. We chose first to make sure that those, who do not 

speak English, had ambassadors in their own language. In Kiev we subdivided into 25 groups: 

in 3 of them the ambassadors spoke Russian, in one of them French and in all others English 

was the working language. Then we divided participants by country – trying not to have too 

many participants from one country per group. Other options of dividing the groups could be by 

subject or other criteria like meetings between various media, pooling interest groups etc, 

which we chose not to this time.  

• Networking groups: It is very important for the first meeting of the networking group, that they 

know where to go. Have a good look at the conference venue and find one spot for each of the 

networking groups. This can be improvised spots like a group of chairs in a lobby etc – but you 

need enough spaces and you need to indicate them precisely, so participants can find their 

groups. These meeting points must be mentioned on the networking welcome to each individual 

participant.  

• Networking groups: Each participant has to be given a list of his/her networking group 

including a welcome, and how to find their room, etc. See below sample document for each 

participant as used in Kiev.  

• Networking informally over lunch: Find out how many tables are available, find a suitable 

number of subjects, write subject on A4 with big marker to distribute on lunch table just before 

that lunch, fx, on day 1.  

• Networking groups: Prepare A4 sheets with all networking group numbers on them to distribute 

on lunch tables on day 2, so groups find each other easily. 

• Networking meeting point: Make sure you have a whiteboard/blackboard and/or twitter account 

to pass on all the messages. If you have the white/blackboard near the coffee area, you can even 

arrange a few chairs and have a networking contact there. We planned that but had to give up 

late in the process.  
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Welcome – the opening 

• Make sure everybody feels welcome – by country, by part of the world, by age group 

(students), by job (freelance etc), by media (tv, print). In Kiev Oleg Khomenok welcomed 

people by country, by media, asking each group in turn to stand up – which caused a good 

mood and later was referred to in comments. It means everyone can feel they are part of the 

conference. 

• Explain why networking activities have been organised (as in the paragraph at the top of this 

cookbook). 

• Tell them where to go to find their individual networking groups just before the scheduled 

networking session. 

 

During the conference 

• Day 1: Networking groups meet as programmed for 1 ¼ hour immediately after the opening 

speech. Networking ambassadors moderate round of introductions and give first networking 

help and suggestions, and again explain the networking opportunities during the conference.  

• Day 1: Just before lunch you distribute the prepared A4 sheets with subjects on all lunch 

tables. 

• Day 2: Networking ambassadors meet for morning coffe. 

• Day 2: Networking groups meet with their ambassadors over lunch and catch up / plan for 

more.  

• Each Networking Round Table (which run throughout the whole conference): Moderators 

invite each person to speak in turn and also collect names and contacts from each person 

(incl e-mail addresses) to be sent to each participant later so they can keep in touch with the 

people there. Moderators encourage participants to approach and help each other, and work 

together in future. 

• Meeting point with white board and preferably with one networker on duty at certain hours 

 

Good bye 

• Good byes are as important as good welcomes for helping participants feel part of the 

conference. Time pressure stopped this happening in Kiev, but it is worth planning in future. 

Lots of participants skipped the sessions on the last morning in Kiev, so an alternative might 

be to end earlier and strongly with everyone together and then have time and space for a 

range of networking/planning sessions for groups of participants through the next half of 

full day. 

• Make sure to look forward to next conference, indicate where to find relevant info 

• Encourage networking in farewell speech 

 

After the conference 

• Do left over homework in connecting people by e-mail if necessary.  

• Send a thank-you mail to all ambassadors and gather – if time allows – feedback from them 

too.  

• Evaluate what went well and what was difficult.  
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• Make your experience and new ideas available for future global conferences.  

 

Doing it even better next time 

• The lessons we learned in Kiev suggest this part of the conference could be improved and 

developed in future conferences.  

• Key issues:  

• The organising group needs to agree on the value of networking and be prepared to allocate 

time in the timetable. The Kiev programme allowed this, but there will always be a huge 

number of sessions to squeeze in. If networking is a priority, it should be given the time and 

space it needs (time for welcomes and farewells, special networking sessions etc) early in 

the programming.  

• We felt that we succeeded in Kiev in connecting up lots of people, but there is scope for 

much more focussed networking. For more depth. For instance, the networking roundtables 

on corruption, wars and other subjects were one hour: just time for everyone to introduce 

themselves well. But there would have been value in further meetings scheduled on popular 

subjects allowing time for deeper discussions about collaboration.  
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Networking Ambassadors 'job description' 

 

The role of the Networking Ambassadors 

It is hard for people to meet each other and connect with the sorts of people they want to when 

hundreds of people are sitting in sessions for three days. The role of the Networking Ambassador is: 

1.  to bring together a mixed group of the participants (in special networking sessions at the start, 

middle and end of the conference),  

2. encourage them all to introduce themselves and say what sorts of people they want to meet and 

what else they are looking for from the conference, 

3. and then actively to help connect each of the people in your group with the sorts of people or 

specific people they would like to meet. 

4. As such, each Ambassador will be a networking support person for their group and will interact 

vigorously with the other Networking Ambassadors to help connect people up. 

5. Networking Ambassadors with specialty areas of IJ experience will also help to connect up 

people across all the groups who are interested in those subjects. 

 

What is expected of a Networking Ambassador? 

Most important, is that you feel enthusiastic about and committed to the plan of helping all the 

participants get the best ongoing benefit from the conference. Although you will want to meet old 

friends or do your own networking at the conference, this is a role for people who are willing to put 

the other, new people first. We see this role as being as important, or more important, than being a 

speaker or on a panel. In practice it means encouraging people to speak up, listening carefully to 

their stories and needs, giving the time to find and introduce then to the right people and as much as 

possible keeping in contact throughout the conference.  

What would be required of you? 

The plan is that the participants will be divided up into mixed groups of about 20 (eg not all from 

one region) and there will be 45 minute session, run by you, where the participants in your group 

will introduce themselves and be encouraged to talk about what they hope for from networking at 

the conference. This will include you explaining the opportunities available and offering to find 

people for any of them that want to throughout the conference. It is expected that there will be all 

sorts of surprises and opportunities in each group that you can notice and then take action to make 

the most of them.  

There will be two follow up sessions over the three days to hear how 'your' people are going and to 

update them on networking opportunities and get their requests for help. 
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Also, we are hoping that the Ambassadors will network between themselves to find the right people 

and create opportunities for each person to meet the sort of people they would like to. For instance 

you might raise with the other Ambassadors that there's someone in your group working on an 

interesting subject, from an interesting place, with special skills or with a need for a certain kind of 

support and talk over possible connections that can be made. You will generally be keeping your 

ears open for the right connections for the people in your group (eg someone in your group may 

hope to meet journalists from a particular country or region, someone else may be looking for 

people willing to collaborate on a particular project and others may just want to get to know people 

with similar interests. 

The networking plan will also include other kinds of networking sessions and special areas and 

times for people with common interests to meet. You may be able to help with these too. It will be a 

very active and rewarding role within the conference.  
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Round table moderators ‘job description’ 

1. The idea of the roundtables is very different to a panel. There shouldn't be any presentations or 

question and answer sessions: the focus is on the participants. The point of the sessions is for people 

to see and hear who else is working on the same subjects as them. 

2. Your job as moderator is to look after the process, ensure everyone gets time to be heard and to 

help connections to be made. You should begin by explaining what the session is for and what you 

hope will come out of it. You can talk about yourself and your work, but on an equal basis to 

everyone else there (in fact, your personal introduction can be a guide to what the rest of the people 

can do: how long, what to mention etc). 

3. Each roundtable should begin with everyone present given a chance to introduce themselves and 

say what they're already doing or wanting to do on the subject of the session and what sort of 

collaboration with others would be helpful for them. You will need to look at the size of the group 

and decide how long each person has (probably only about one minute). There are likely to be 

remarkable and important stories that wouldn't be heard without these sessions. You will need to be 

strict about time to ensure every gets a chance, but also flexible where it's needed. This should be at 

most half of the time of the session. 

4. After the introductions, your role is to lead discussion on good ideas for collaboration that came 

up and other questions: eg how can these people get  in contact with each other in future? who can 

act as the contact point for various ideas for ongoing collaboration? You will need to play it by ear: 

taking advantage of good ideas that arise; focussing the group on questions/problems/ideas that 

arise during the introductions and discussions; talking through how to have continuing contact 

between all or groups of the participants; and so on. 

5. Please take note of big ideas or people with special needs that we can try to follow up afterwards. 

Please circulate a sheet to get the names and contacts of everyone who attends, and offer the list to 

everyone: they could either get a copy of the list from the networking area or from you (after they're 

copied). If it seems a good idea, you can suggest that some or all of the people meet again to 

continue discussions before the end of the conference and work out a time for this. 
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Networking group xxx 

Dear participant, 

On Thursday from 10.40-11.45 am all participants have a chance to introduce themselves and meet 

some of their colleagues in the first networking sessions.  

You are in networking group number xx 

Your first networking meeting will be immediately after the opening speech. Grab a cup of coffee 

on the way if you want and go directly to your networking area.  

Your first networking meeting is in room xx 

This is the time when you will meet your Networking Ambassador, the person who will be 

available throughout the conference to help you find and connect with people you’d like to meet.  

Your Networking Ambassador is: 

xx, mobile    xx 

Your networking group is  

Family name 

First name 

Country  

Mail address 

Mobile phone  
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Which were your three favourite sessions/panels/training sessions? 

Bad Time for Pakistani Journalist Networking session, War on Afghanistan, Iraq and Libya Mr. Hani 

Shukrullah's Speech about the Uprising in Egypt. 

Nick Davies Networkgroup funding 

WikiLeaks 2 The smuggling of arms Networking session on Irag, Afghanistan, Libya 

Network for future Scales on corruption investigative funding 

big pharma right wing extremisme offshore crime and the workshops/networking asociated were also great. 

Nick Davies Toxic Europe Networking tables 

Nick Davies, DocumentCloud-training, how to get started on organised crime reporting.Networking groups 

also worked really well. 

i think the networking roundtables are a very good idea! 

The off shore project +big Pharma network 

zero-waste journalism networking roundtable on war reporting nick davies 

Journalists safety, reporting from war, Hani's lecture, networking session 

data camps and networking 

Fisheries, Corruption, Vulnerable Populations. 

Roundtable How to track companies Nick Davis storytelling 

Networking roundtable on funding research, google refine and document cloud. 

Working with grants New forms of doing investigative reporting 

Networking/round table sessions on lobbying, labour trafficking, and Thursday session on investigating 

corruption w/Paul Radu, Jason Arenstein et al 

New Models of Investigative Reporting; The Muckrakers; Transnational Investigations; Networking 

sessions. 

Коррупция крупных масштабов, network of journalists that investigate right wing 

 

Were there any sessions/panels/training sessions which didn’t function at all? 

I never found my network group on the first day. But the idea was great! 

networking was problematic because of language barrier, which prevented an easy flow of information 

the problem was with the quality of translation on the date of journalism and in the Hall "Predslava" 
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What is your overall comment on the GIJC 2011 in Kyiv? 

Good investment in time and money. Interesting people were there and it was a nice opportunity to network 

Very efficient networking inside networking session and between the sessions. great idea to have people 

meet in networking group. And a dense input from our colleague from former USSR. Surprise: I thought 

Arabs would not be there and I was positively surprise to hear from our female colleague in Amman ou 

colleagues in Egypt. 

Very good conference.   Great ideas and effort to foster networking! Those should definately be continued 

for future conferences 

It was great, lots of good offers and oppertunity to network. 

Very good conference with possibility to a  lot of networking. 

Extremely well organized, very interesting programme and plenty of opportunity to meet and network with 

other journalists 

The networking initiative was great - the pauses shoudl be longer for network. Band at galla dinner was a 

disaster. Overall too many speakers on each topic instead of going in depth which would have been much 

better 

Very interesting sessions, I would have liked the networking part to be more precisely looking for the people 

from Russia and CIS, but overall ok 

Well organized, interesting panels - unfortunately I missed some because of other meeting. Excellent 

networking - I missed my group because of a mix up in meeting spots. Wish that the presenters in generel 

were more creative - too many talking heads - too little use of multimedia, powerpoints etc 

The networking groups on specific issues was a brilliant idea! The general networking groups didn´t work, at 

least in my case. Many good speakers and stories, but not everybody had understood the importance of 

sharing methods. The Gala dinner place was a disaster: the acustic was so bad so our table couldn´t hear 

anything that was said. The toilets were flooding...  Otherwise things were working well during the 

conference. All in all, good work!! 

It was a great congress! Thank you! And very weel organizised  too. A great opportunity to learn and get 

networks. Great people! Sometimes I think it was too many sessions: wanted se and hear. The presentations 

suffered from poor tecknical equipment. 

Unfortunate venue. With 2 nights with no social event planned, you could either sit at the hotel bar 

(expensive, unfriendly) or walk into town (no recommendations given), so that networking was less easy 

than at other GIJ conferences. Total chaos with the networking groups - no signs, pencil scribbled signs, late 

arrivals. The same at the networking lunches. Didn't anyone have the foresight to just print out numbers??? 

Lastly, here we were at a historical time in Kiev - and not one peep was made about the sentencing of 

Timoschenko, even with demos in town. It would have been diplomatic to have had a short introduction at 

the beginning about the country, politics, media (even if I know the stuff, others didn't). The "Gala Dinner" 

was a farce, and certainly not worth the 75 EUR paid. 
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For the first time I was participating in GIJC so it was a great learning experience for me, I think the best 

part was getting to know journalists from different countries across the world the best thing was that the 

overall atmosphere of the conference was very informal which is good for networking. I feel there were too 

many sessions going on one time so it was not easy to choose which one to attend. One suggestion we could 

have given the information about the participants on the GIJC website in advance so that we could have 

developed contacts with people having similar interests. Over all it was good. 

It was all very interesting and one of the best ideas was to create networking groups. 

Very inspiring conference and the most important thing was networking and a lot of diferent panels and 

trainings. 

A very good oportunity for networking and meeting journalists from all over the world. 

A success; more enjoyable than the Geneva conference. I liked the emphasis on networking. 

Great for networking - and you had a good system for trying to make that work.  Some very good highlights 

- like Davis -there should have been more like that! Too many speakers who don't understand the game and 

their audience - they spend to little time in general on methods, techniques. For ex the Egyptian editor and 

the German right wing-speaker. 

Very good idea! I made contacts with other investigative journalists from other countries. Networking 

allready with them 

Very interesting and a unik chance tó network 

Very well organized, stimulating presentations and great networking. A very worthwhile event. 

Some of the best and most inspiring parts are talking to participants at meals and at the bar 

This was my first GIJC conference and I thought it was very worthwhile - Only suggestion I would have 

would be to further refine the networking group idea so that the groups might be loosely sorted by interests 

rather than extremely disparate groups such as mine that never coalesced in any way 

As a first timer, I felt it was a bit overwhelming despite the efforts to break things down into smaller groups. 

It took a few days for me to figure out the best way to use my time and by then it was almost over. But hats 

off to the organizers, to the wide variety of topics and the breath of speakers. I would have liked a bit more 

orientation from the beginning, and more sessions for those of us who work in countries that do not have the 

sophistication of investigations that more developed countries have. 

The program provided a great range of choices from digital training to sharing investigation stories. The 

setting provided great opportunities for casual sharing among journalists. The new networking option was 

brilliant. 

investigators from many countries. I am sure that thanks to the conference in the journalistic world will still 

have some important trans-national investigation 

As a whole the conference was very useful for me. An ideal place for networking, as well as I have received 

information about new features and approaches. 
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In general, the conference proved to be rich at the meeting, dating, and because of it I got very important 

information on the investigation of other journalists, as well as grants for Investigative Journalism. 

The event was great! Thanks so much for it. However I belive it the networking part was rather week for the 

new-commers. If one was attending the conference the first time as well came alone - wouthout colleagues or 

friends from the country - it was really hard to get into the group. 

Great time and opportunity for networking 

most importantly familiarity with very interesting people. 

loved it. many interesting training plus the establishment of international links, which would enable the 

investigation trantsnatsionalnye 

And of course, struck razhlyabanost translators who did not attend at all or some of the session or leaving 

before the hour or two, especially in sections A + C, in the halls and Predslava Pechersk generally nebylo 

translation, although it held a lot of interesting topics.Well, there are benefits in communication, 

narabatyvanii contacts and acquaintances. 

met interesting people, their experience will be useful to me 

Overall impression is positive. In the future I would like more practice sessions, more contacts between the 

groups, perhaps, it needs to have moderators who know different languages and are ready to help in 

communication. 

 

Other comments? 

There should be a tour in Kiev with conference participants. As in evening when almost all the participants 

are tired, but there is a room for discussions, and informal environment fits to this the best. 

Took networking to a new level 

Keep up connectiing investigative journalists around the world. We need that. 

Introducing network sessions is a very good idea, it needs more finetuning however. 

more coffee during the breaks!! 

The conference should make more bridges with local journalists' bodies in the war zones, third world 

countries, and should monitor the results of outcome e.g networking between the journalists. it should be 

more result oriented. 

The Cinema was invisible and it doesn't make much sense to have it at the same time of presentations. it 

would have been perfect at aperitive time and after dinner. a missing tool was a blackboard where ppl could 

hang their materials and requests of contact or collaborations. networking efforts were an interesting thing 

and i think we should work more on them - a idea could be to set up the networking groups according to the 

themes, interests and expertise that people had included in the inscription they had submit to the conference 

organizers. this would gave us more possibilities to build collaborative projects. last but not least: the 

conference website should be updated and kept as alive as possible in real time, being the very place where 
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people, during and after the conference, go and search for updates, slides and information.. i know it is a 

question of capacity but it would be well worthing to put there two volonteers working round the clock on its 

maintenance. 

More round-table network sessions those were the best 


